
TECHNICAL WRITING APPENDIX FORMAT FOR APA

To refer to the Appendix within your text, write, (see Appendix A) at the end of the sentence in parentheses. Example: In
addition to the limitations of email.

All types of work can be in a bibliography, including: websites, books, articles, magazine, newspapers,
speeches, interviews, videos, blogs, and many more. When you use unfamiliar words throughout the entire
text, you must place a definition in the glossary because it can get quite repetitious to continue to state the
definition throughout the entire text. The order they are presented is dictated by the order they are mentioned
in the text of your research paper. Including the materials in an appendix is often the most organized way to
make them available. If there are many tables in the appendices, though, it might be best to keep the notes
with the tables. If there is only one appendix, it is just called Appendix Each appendix must also have a title
Begin each appendix on a separate page with page number Place the label and title of each appendix at the top
of the page, centered, using normal capitalization. For example, if two people from different backgrounds are
looking in the index for an answer, you must take into account that the people may be looking under different
words. Raw statistical data â€” this can include any numerical data that is too lengthy to include in charts or
tables in its entirety within the text. In general, each item referred to in your text table, figure, chart, or other
information should be included as its own appendixâ€”though if there are many data sets under one grouping,
keep them together in their appendix and label each piece appropriately. It is very important to always cite
initial sources of information. This is why non-textual elements should not carry over the sequential
numbering of non-textual elements in the body of your paper. In professions, ie: the sciences, your readers
may not understand the definition to fancy scientific terms. For each of these styles, format the appendix as
follows: APA: Center the title, and use upper and lowercase letters. Index[ edit ] An index is a useful
communication technique used when your writing is too long for your readers to skim through quickly.
Department of Biology. The text of the appendix should be flush left, and you should indent your paragraphs.
Example: In addition to the limitations of email, Cummings et al. List of Symbols[ edit ] Similar to unfamiliar
words, they are unfamiliar symbols used in professional writing. Endnote numbers must be superscripted. This
will help the reader know what information is included in the appendices [always list the appendix or
appendices in a table of contents].


